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ABSTRACT
Today’s commercial cloud infrastructure service providers offer limited resource elasticity, leaving
a gap between the vision of full on-demand/utility computing (“computation like electricity from
the power plug“) and the economically or technically motivated limitations of virtualisers, cloud
stacks and services. For instance, Amazon as popular resource vendor mandates a lower elasticity
boundary of 1 hour of computation (EC2 and ELB), 1 GB of data storage (EBS and S3), 1 GB
of transfer (EC2 and ELB), and a maximum of 20 virtual machines unless individually negotiated
otherwise. Furthermore, the scalability is coarse-grained both horizontally and vertically, because
the amount of resources is a multiple of an instance type of which only a few exist. This makes
it hard to implement dynamic job scheduling and data partitioning algorithms for processing and
storage in the cloud without wasting resources, and consequently money, due to the constrained
allocation policies. The problem is made worse by the lack of formal cloud provider descriptions.
Hence, users migrating between providers or aggregating resources need to manually keep track of
these limits, which are either informally specified in the documentation and pricing terms, or even
not at all. With the emerging nested virtualisation capabilities in modern operating systems [1, 2],
it is possible to let consumers run their own nested machines inside the virtual machines. Using
service management platforms, they then offer these machines through markets to prospective subconsumers in need of short-term peak capacities or long-term micro capacities, who can again,
recursively, repurpose them.

BODY
Nested virtualisation is a low-overhead mechanism to partially repurpose leased
compute resources. This leads to recursive cloud providers.
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